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(Shoshone-Bannock, Nez Perce, and Yakama) -

N 2005, THE.

Washington state
legislature approved

House Bill 1495 (Ha 1495),

which encouraged public-
school teachers and district
administrators to incorporate
tribal history into requirements
for Washington state and U.S.
history. In particular, the bill
encourages districts to engage
and collaborate with local
tribes to develop curricula
around tribal history, "so that
students learn about the unique
heritage and experience of their
closest neighbors" (HB 1495,2005).

Out of the momentum behind HB 1495, the
idea for a statewide curriculum about tribal
sovereignty was born. "The idea was that even
though the specific cultures and histories of
tribes vary widely, they share the concept of tribal
sovereignty" says Jill Severn, an author and
member of the curriculum advisory council
(personal communication, January 15, 2008). "So
it made sense for the state to develop curriculum
on this topic, and for local tribes to work with
local school districts to develop more specific
curricula about local tribes' history and culture'

Denny Hurtado, the Indian Education
Director for Washington's Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, began
talking with tribal elders and educators about the

possibility of creating a
curriculum focused on

1 sovereignty-a subject that
few non-Indians know much
about. Perhaps the largest
misconception is that the
hundreds of treaties negoti-
ated by the U.S. government
between 1778 and 1871 "gave"
Indians both rights and land
that belonged to the United
States. One of the central
messages of the new curricu-
lum is that tribal governments
functioned as sovereign
governments long before

treaties were signed. The curriculum will address
these and similar issues at varying levels of
complexity for elementary, middle, and high
school students.

Once the idea was formed, Hurtado
approached the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Dr. Terry Bergeson, who pledged
support for the development process. An
advisory council with Indian and non-Indian
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members was formed, and has been meeting

regularly to discuss how to best teach about

sovereignty. The curriculum is scheduled to be

complete by summer 2008, and piloted in local

schools in fall of that year.
Below, Hurtado describes the curriculum

and the process of developing it, and offers

suggestions for other educators interested in

teaching about sovereignty.

What is the "sovereignty curriculum"?

The sovereignty curriculum is a program that is

designed to educate students about what

sovereignty means to Indian Country. We had

sovereignty long before the treaties were signed,

we've always had sovereignty-that's part of the

curriculum.

What areyou hoping to teach students

about sovereignty?

We're hoping to teach students that as sovereign

nations, we deal with state and federal govern-

ments on a government-to-government basis. As

sovereign nations, we have our own tribal

governments. We have the power and authority

to govern our own people and land. We're also

trying to educate students about the fact that we

have certain rights, and we've had these inherent

rights from time immemorial. When the treaties

were signed, the U.S. government didn't give us

half of anything-we've always had it. Our

ancestors wanted to ensure that we were

protected through the treaties. We want to

educate all students about what that really means.

There are myths and stereotypes that we want to

dispel. That's what we hope to do with this

curriculum, too-let people know that many of

their assumptions are not true.

How will the curriculum work?

The curriculum advisory council has been

meeting since September 2007. We started by

identifying a list of things that we thought
students shouldknow and we came to the

realization that you only have a certain amount

of time to do social studies, U.S. history, and

Washington state history. We're trying to figure

out how to really simplify this complicated
subject, but it's hard to do.

Usually when you start thinking about

history and sovereignty you start from the time

of the Creation stories and you go forward to

today. We're going to start with today and go

back. That makes it more real to students. They

can understand what's happening aroundthem

today-all the tribes, fishing rights and gaming

and hunting, and different court cases. It's real

today, rather than being something so far back

they don't even care about it. That's our approach.

We're going to talk about different tribal policies,

landmark court cases, and the experiences of

tribes as they relate to sovereignty..There are

treaty tribes, there are non-treaty tribes, and

there are landless tribes. We are going to teach

students about the different acts-The Indian

Reorganization Act, the Dawes Act-and about

relocation, termination, self-determination, all

those things.
Our plan is to infuse the concept of

sovereignty into Washington state history and

other social studies areas. We don't want to

develop a stand-alone curriculum because then

it might just sit on somebody's shelf. If we infuse

the curriculum into existing content, we're

hoping it will be easier and that teachers will
want to use it.

"Who is this curriculum meant for?

We want to focus on those teachers who want to

do something, but they don't know how and

they're afraid they might offend us. We want to

have curricula ready for them to use, and

hopefully do some professional development to

show them how to use it. So we're focusing on

these teachers and teachers, who already support
our history.

How was the idea for a sovereignty
curriculum born?

The idea was really born from asking the state to

teach local tribal histories in their public schools,
so that students have a better understanding of

who we are. Many non-Natives don't have a

clue-they don't know how we govern ourselves,

they don't know anything about us. We just
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wanted to teach about who we are.
What was the process ofgetting approval for the
development of the curriculum?

It started with House Bill 1495 (the Tribal History
and Government Culture bill), which encourages
districts to work with their local tribes to develop
local tribal histories. Through the legislative
process, the Tribal Leaders Congress on
Education (which is made up of tribes throughout
the state of Washington, focusing on the educa-
tion needs of our students) started a dialog with
the state Legislature, the state Department of
Education, the state Board of Education, and the
Washington State School Directors' Association
(WSSDA). Part of that was an MOU [memorandum
of understanding] signed by the four entities: the
office of the Superintendent ofPublic Instruction,
the Board of Education, WSSDA, and the tribes,
saying that we'd all work together to develop tribal
histories. Through that effort, Dr. Bergeson
committed funds to develop the sovereignty
curriculum. The tribes wanted this, and Dr.
Bergeson said, "Okay, I'm committing to develop-
ing the sovereignty curriculum for the state:' She
put the money in, so we're running with it.

We have an advisory committee, which is
made up of tribal and non-tribal folks. We wanted
to make sure that this wasn't just an Indian thing
being developed-the advisory committee drives
what's going to be in the content and how we
approach the curriculum. There was buy-in from
a lot of different players in the state.

Is there aphilosophy guiding the committee6
decisions and the process?

There are many philosophies. Each individual
brings a philosophy. That's the beauty of
this-it's being developed through the eyes of
many different folks from different venues:
there are teachers, there are tribal leaders,
there's higher education. We want to make sure
we do this right, because we know we've only
got one shot at this; we probably won't be able to
get any more money to do this again-unless
we do such a fine job that we can build upon
what we do here in the next six months.

What are the goals of implementing the
curriculum?

The goals for implementing the curriculum
include the following: One, the curriculum is
part Of 11B 1495, an ongoing process to encourage
teaching tribal history. We're hoping to add on to
that, adding value to the lessons that the tribes
and the local school districts develop. Two, we
want to implement a pilot project in some of the
schools after we get the curriculum ready and
then fine-tune it if we find some glitches. The
third goal is really just to educate non-Indians
more about who we really are as a people, what
our government is like, what treaties mean, and
what it is like to be oppressed and deprived of our
language, culture, and history for so many years.
Many people are like, "Wow, that was done to
you? We didn't knowi that:' So it's really about
educating people about who we are as a people.
Our approach in developing the curriculum is to
make it an inquiry-based curriculum, focusing
on local tribes. It may be different for every area,
depending on what district you're in.

How are you funding this process?

HB 1495 didn't give us any money to do anything;
it was up to the districts and tribes to work
together. Every school district has curriculum
money to spend, we were just asking districts to
use some of that existing curriculum money to
develop their own local tribal curricula with the
"tribes. Dr. Bergeson was committed to develop-
ing the sovereignty curriculum, and she has the
authority to designate money to special proj-
ects-this is one ofher special projects. We're
using the money to hire a curriculum writer and
a professional writer. The money also pays for
people to attend our meetings-lodging,
substitute pay for teachers, mileage, all that.

Meetingstate requirements must be a large part of
theprocess. How easy has that been?

All that has been pretty easy because we're
designing the curriculum to be aligned with state
standards. It's also going to be aligned with
grade-level expectations, so there's no excuse for
a teacher not to use it.
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Do you have suggestions for other teachers or
administrators interested in building Native-
focused curricula?

My recommendation is that really the only good
way to do curriculum around tribal history and
government or culture is to involve the local
tribes in the process. They have to do it in
conjunction and collaboration with the tribes,
the elders, the tribal government-that's a must.

Selected Text from HB 1495 (2005)

I just want to say that I think this is really
historical-for a state to want to develop curricu-
lum around sovereignty, so that all students in
the state have a better understanding of what
tribes are about and who they are.

Reference

Washington State House Bill 1495 (2005) (enacted). Retrieved
January 7, 2008 from http://apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/
summary.aspx?year=2oo5&biil=1495.
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It is the intent of the legislature to promote the fultsuccess of the centennial accord, which was

signed by state and tribal government leaders in 1989. As those leaders declared in the subsequent

millennial accord in 1999, this will require "educating the citizens of our state, particularly the

youth who are our future leaders, about tribal history, culture, treaty rights, contemporary tribal
and state government institutions and relations and the contribution of Indian nations to the

state of Washington." The legislature recognizes that this goal has yet to be achieved in most of

our state's schools and districts. As a result, Indian students may not find the school curriculum,
especially Washington state history curriculum, relevant to their lives or experiences. In addi-

tion, many students may remain uninformed about the experiences, contributions, and perspec-

tives of their tribal neighbors, felloNý citizens, and classmates. The legislature further finds that the

lack of accurate and complete curricula may contribute to the persistent achievement gap

between Indian and other students. The legislature finds there is a need to establish collaborative
government-to-government relationships between elected school boards and tribal councils to

create local and/or regional curricula about tribal history and culture, and to promote dialogue
and cultural exchanges that can help tribal leaders and school leaders implement strategies to

close the achievement gap....
Each school district board of directors is encouraged to incorporate curricula about the

history, culture, and government of the nearest federally recognized Indian tribe or tribes, so that

students learn about the unique heritage and experience of their closest neighbors. School
districts near Washington's borders are encouraged to include federally recognized Indian tribes

wliose traditional lands and territories included parts of Washington, but who now reside in
Oregon, Idaho, and British Columbia. School districts and tribes are encouraged to work
together to develop such curricula....

School districts are encouraged to collaborate... on curricular areas regarding tribal

government and history that are statewide in nature, such as the concept of tribal sovereignty and

the history of federal policy towards federally recognized Indian tribes.
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